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ABSTRACT

Software Engineering is a highly creative endeavor that challenges Computer Science (CS) students to establish an innovative vision and to craft an outstanding product. Curriculum standards for CS education typically lack creative approaches to Software Engineering, focusing on technological solutions rather than innovative design. Accountability for and contribution to creative initiatives are therefore not part of grading methods in typical Software Engineering courses. In this paper, we introduce a unique framework to foster creativity within an asynchronous, interactive, and graphical environment that tracks the team’s product understanding through the phases of the Rational Unified Process for software engineering. We incorporate a layered, multiagent system to apportion rewards for creative contributions that correspond to theories of creativity based on external motivation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Creativity is defined as the ability to produce work that is novel, high quality, and appropriate [34]. Researchers generally agree that creativity is influenced by a number of factors, such as personality, motivational, environment, skills, and knowledge [37]. Recent theories posit that creativity is a decision. According to the investment theory of creativity [36], individuals decide whether to use their resources to generate new ideas, evaluate those ideas, and then sell those ideas to others. The SEREBRO project targets the malleable factors that affect creativity. Incentives, motivation and rewards for creativity are typically lacking in undergraduate Computer Science (CS) education due to existing curriculum guidelines that focus on technological solutions rather than innovative designs. The SEREBRO project has three objectives for fostering and rewarding creativity within the pedagogical environment of a year-long Software Engineering Projects class at the University of Tulsa:

- Build a graphical, asynchronously communicated, idea network to interconnect ideas and support creativity via a social networking platform.
- Tailor idea network usage to explicit phases of software development to encourage creativity toward project milestones.
- Investigate mechanisms that assess idea proliferation and propagation to reward creativity.

This project synergizes expert knowledge and experience in software engineering, multiagent systems and learning, and industrial/organizational psychology. In this paper, we present our novel framework for developing a multi-faceted educational software system called SEREBRO (Software Engineering REwards for BRainstorming Online). This system forms the foundation of the project to understand how creativity in software development can be enhanced through technology and reward.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section, we overview the different aspects related to the SEREBRO project.
2.1 The Creative Process

Creativity has been studied from a variety of perspectives. One of the most common distinctions has been between the creative process and individual differences in creative behavior. Our project focuses on enhancing the creative process by applying various aspects of two theories of creativity. Sternberg and Lubart’s [36] investment theory of creativity states that in order to be creative, individuals must be willing and able to “buy low and sell high.” In other words, creative individuals pursue unpopular or unknown ideas with potential and then persist until they convince others of the idea’s value. The underlying idea of this theory is that “creativity is in large part a decision that anyone can make but that few people actually do make because they find the costs to be too high” [35]. In this theory, creativity requires a confluence among six critical resources: intellectual skills, domain knowledge, thinking styles, personality, motivation, and environment.

Amabile’s componential model of creativity [3, 4, 5] states that there are three critical components necessary for creativity: domain-relevant skills, creativity-relevant processes, and intrinsic task motivation. Domain-relevant skills include a minimal level of domain-specific talent and expertise. Creativity-relevant processes involve the ability to deal with complexity and break through one’s mental set when problem solving, an understanding of methods for producing novel ideas, and a high-energy, focused work style. Intrinsic task motivation refers to “the motivation to engage in an activity primarily for its own sake, because the individual perceives the activity as interesting, involving, satisfying, or personally challenging” [7]. Individuals will be intrinsically motivated to the extent that the task is interesting, they have autonomy, they feel competent to perform the task, and they feel a sense of self-determination and control. On the other hand, external motivation is “the motivation to engage in an activity primarily in order to meet some goal external to the work itself, such as attaining an expected reward, winning a competition, or meeting some requirement” [7].

This model posits that intrinsic motivation enhances creativity, while extrinsic motivation can either undermine or support creativity. Specifically, research has found that creativity suffers when task autonomy is reduced [14], competition is introduced [2], or a performance evaluation is expected [1]. Amabile and colleagues term these “non-synergistic extrinsic motivations” because they undermine one’s self-determination and competence. However, extrinsic motivation that reinforces one’s self-determination and competence may support creativity. Rewards and recognition for creative ideas, clear task goals, and performance feedback that confirms competence and provides guidance on how to improve should enhance creativity. Amabile and colleagues refer to these external motivators as “synergistic extrinsic motivations” because they can combine with intrinsic motivation to foster creativity. The creative process involves problem presentation, idea generation, preparation, idea validation, and idea communication, and is generally thought to occur in a non-linear fashion [3]. As previously mentioned, creativity requires both novelty and appropriateness [3, 34]. Novelty is critical during the early stages of the creative process, while appropriateness is more important during the later stages [4, 5]. Intrinsic motivation is especially important for fostering novelty, and synergistic extrinsic motivation helps individuals persist and focus on the upcoming evaluation. Thus, intrinsic motivation is especially important in the early stages of the creative process, while synergistic extrinsic motivation is particularly important during the later stages.

Because many creative activities take place in a social context [11], it is essential to consider how the group or team can influence the creative process. One model of team innovation states that team creativity and innovation will be influenced by group task characteristics and group knowledge diversity and skills [41]. Intrinsic motivation should be highest when the group task is a whole task, creates varied task demands, and allows autonomy, learning opportunities, and social interaction opportunities. These task characteristics are consistent with socio-technical systems theory, which emphasizes the need for autonomous teams to optimize the social subsystem with the technical subsystem [8]. Both group task characteristics and group knowledge, diversity, and skills should affect group creativity and innovation via integrating group processes that support these goals. Specifically, group processes should clarify and ensure commitment to the group’s goal, allow participation when making decisions, manage conflict effectively (i.e., constructive task-related controversy), support innovation, and create a sense of safety for creativity [41].

2.2 Creativity and Software Engineering

It is generally agreed that in order to truly support creativity through the use of a software tool, the tool should accommodate all skill levels and seamlessly interface with other tools the user might employ in their creative endeavor [26, 29]. Interface usability is an important aspect of creativity support tools (CSTs) because the tool should not hamper creativity [18]. Production of these tools has not reached the quality needed for use in the classroom. We believe, however, that collaborative problem solving activities for course projects can benefit from CSTs. These same activities are also ideal for studying creativity processes as students with overlapping knowledge levels, expertise, and capabilities collaborate in a supportive environment [9]. While creativity has been widely studied in the social science literature, CSTs are not yet mature for IT applications. Some key desirable features for CSTs as identified by researchers are [6, 29]:

- exploration and collaboration with open interchange
- simple, attractive, and non-intrusive, yet powerful
- flexible, with support for different learning, designing, and thinking styles
- allow asynchronous and non-linear work flow.

Researchers studying Computer Supported Collaborative Work [13, 27] have focused on the distributed, social aspects of creative activity [11, 19] resulting in more discourse on CSTs. Several brainstorming tools exist for eliciting an improved return-on-investment. Three categories of tools are prevalent: idea prompt generators for associational thinking [28], mind mappers for visual thinking [42, 25, 16], and information organizers for organizational thinking [15, 24]. Few of these tools combine the visual and organizational aspects of brainstorming. None include a concept of rewards or personnel evaluation.
2.3 Software Development Process

A standard development process structures the development of non-trivial software from the first set of requirements to product delivery. For software engineering classes, we use the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [30] which provides relevant content to empower students with immediate process knowledge though they have limited experience. Figure 1 is a modified version of RUP from [30].

The RUP is an iterative process with four phases: Inception, Elaboration, Construction, and Transition. An iteration achieves particular tasks and milestones incrementally, breaking the software development across smaller, more manageable disciplines for each phase. Thus, each iteration contains a portion of the development effort by gathering and clarifying requirements, establishing design and architecture models, implementing executable portions of the product, and testing implemented code along with code integration. The Inception Phase clarifies the interpretation of the customer’s requirements, explores technology solutions to reduce product development time and increase quality and performance, and generates an initial set of artifacts, such as a vision document, an architecture, and a throw-away prototype. If done properly, vast amounts of intellect and creativity can be communicated, discussed, and decided upon before leaving the inception phase. Milestones are reached upon receiving positive feedback from the customer and, in the case of a class, a good grade from the instructor. Though mistakes can lead to the wrong path, the iterative approach embedded within the RUP keeps them contained and identified early in the development process. The Elaboration phase refines initial artifacts and moves the team toward the software design. Milestones of Elaboration include creating the experimental arrangement of architecture entities and the building of an executable prototype. The Construction phase has multiple milestones for coding and testing, though some requirements gathering and design interpretations occur. In this phase, creativity is often associated with the use of technology, efficient coding and reuse, and repeated contact with the customer. Transition is the process of delivering the system in alpha, beta, and final versions to the customer site. Creative development of the user’s manual is part of this phase. The RUP is a feed forward approach because considerations are given to all disciplines of the product in all phases. Thus, creative activity can be restarted and refocused within each iteration. Though versioning is included in tools that organize software projects according to the RUP, creative brainstorming and idea organization are not available within these tools.

2.4 Problem Structures in MultiAgent Systems

Various network models have been proposed to model agent interactions in a multiagent system [17, 33, 40]. We are particularly interested in a distributed goal representation framework that allows effective coordination between multiple agents [23]. The Generalized Partial Global Planning (GPGP) and its associated TAEMS task network representation have been developed as a domain-independent on-line coordination framework to facilitate cooperation by small teams of intelligent agents. The framework develops a distributed solution to a global optimization problem by decomposing the global problem into a set of dynamically evolving local optimization problems assigned to individual agents. Initially agents possess only local views of their assigned subtasks and their interrelationships stored in the TAEMS representation, which adds quantitative information and sequencing constraints to AND/OR goal trees. GPGP provides information gathering and coordination to develop more global views and make commitments to facilitate coordination. While GPGP/TAEMS is a complex, elaborate framework, for our purpose, the relevant components is the use of a set of hard and soft relationships between tasks to represent various non-local effects. An example hard constraint is enables which denote that completion of a sub-task is necessary before another sub-task can be processed. Facilitates is a soft relationship signifying results from a sub-task may be useful for processing another task. We plan to adapt and expand these features from the GPGP/TAEMS framework to provide the set of activities available for creative collaboration in SEREBRO to codify the links between ideas.

A key component of the SEREBRO framework is the feedback of external reinforcement over various internal and intermediate actions, proposals, etc. The postings, suggestions, comments of the users are used to develop a multi-connected, feed-forward network structure. While various learning schemes can be used to feedback external reward over internal nodes in a network, e.g., backpropagation scheme in neural network structures [31], we believe reinforcement learning techniques are most appropriate for addressing the challenge of effective reward distribution [20, 38].

Payoff distribution among agents in a coalition has received significant attention in multiagent systems research [21, 32, 39]. Solution concepts like the core, the Kernel, etc., have been proposed to generate payoff sharing that guarantees stable coalition structures. The current paper does not directly use these techniques because we assume that a stable group of users are using the system. However, we plan to use aspects of fair payoff distributions from the above-mentioned research to create more fair reward structures based on creative participation and contribution by the users towards effective design solutions.

3. THE SEREBRO TOOL

The main challenge behind recognizing and rewarding creative contribution by team members in a Software Engineering project is to devise a framework that captures and relates ideas as they are generated, guides the creative design pro-
cess toward the project artifacts and milestones, and rewards those who contribute to the project’s creative elements. Our core notion of the creative process is an idea. An idea can be a belief statement, a problem solving approach, a solution to a problem, or a discussion related to any idea type. Idea-related activities include:

- **Brainstorming**: asserting initial ideas, vision, and designs without past support;
- **Spinning**: connecting supporting ideas to support progress towards milestone;
- **Pruning**: disallowing further spinning of an idea and forcing the pursuit of other paths;
- **Finalizing**: declaring an idea as a decision-action node to signify a definite team agreement to complete an iteration goal.

The partitioning of nodes into the above roles aids the association of creativity metrics, and reward distribution. Brainstorming allows for asynchronous, spontaneous input. Spinning produces pathways for creative expression from initial concept to ideas that agree and extend the concept or ideas that disagree and offer contrasting input. Pruning is a joint decision of contributors to stop (perhaps temporarily) a non-productive pathway so that focus can be put toward other ideas. Finalizing is the collective decision or result that stems from multiple ideas. Finalized nodes move the team toward achieving a milestone associated with a RUP iteration or completed phase.

These nodes are linked to each other in a feed-forward manner capturing the time-line of activities to form an idea-network. Since our approach applies links to ideas instead of users, it allows feedback to be given on a per-idea basis. It also allows measurements to be taken based on the links between ideas. The social activity that centers on ideas is associated with actual users for the purpose of rewarding the correct person. Thus, analysis can be performed on the ideas much the same way that it is performed on the social network of people [22, 10] to determine how creativity enhances the team software development experience.

Our web-based application, called SEREBRO 1.0, is an idea generation tool that incorporates graphical and textual idea expression, idea connectivity, and agree/disagree capability. It is used as part of a 2-semester course sequence in software engineering. Its pedagogical goal for undergraduate software development teams is to enhance students’ knowledge of software engineering principles and techniques through participation in creative group activities. Personal responsibility and satisfaction combined with goal achievement are stressed. The plan is to couple motivational methods with reward systems that overlay dynamic idea generation dedicated to fulfilling the requirements of a software project.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the SEREBRO tool. The upper right section shows the Forum in which topics are posted across the RUP. The lower right section shows the Graph View of an idea network. Agree nodes are green triangles. Orange triangles are disagree nodes. Yellow pentagons are finalized ideas. Each node has a corresponding post entered in a thread-based environment that reflects idea connectivity, as seen on the left half of the figure. The left portion of the figure labeled as Post View reflects a sample of that thread-based environment. Within the Post View section, the lower left portion of this section reflects the finalization of a node in which tags indicate those ideas that contributed to the final content, while the lower right portion of this section shows the stop procedure used for pruning a thread of discussion.

## 4. MULTIAGENT REWARD FRAMEWORK

To properly facilitate and allocate the internal and external reward distribution, we developed a multiagent framework. The framework is designed to allow a fair and responsive reward distribution by assigning a user-agent to each individual participating in a SEREBRO project, an agent for each phase of the RUP, and an arbiter agent to finalize and distribute rewards. These agents must negotiate a mutually acceptable distribution of internally or externally generated rewards. Examples of external reward includes those received from instructor evaluation, user-satisfaction delivered product, etc. Examples of internal reward includes those received based on contribution and influence of individual participants in the group problem solving process.

In order to determine the importance of each node within the SEREBRO framework, these agents will distribute points to other agents that the user has responded to. At pre-specified times in the classroom agenda, the agent’s aggregate points are passed back over the network to the phase agents. Each phase agents then computes a weight $W_p$ vector with weights $w_i$ for each user participating in that phase.

After each phase in the RUP is completed, the phase-agent submit $W_p$ to the arbiter agent, who distributes the rewards. In the final phase, the phase agents negotiate over the final weight vector $W_f$. Next we present further details of the multiagent framework, negotiation protocol, and the point distribution system.

The agent based reward distribution framework is designed to achieve a fair and accurate distribution of rewards by the SEREBRO system. In the future we expect the reward system to handle both external feedbacks, from users of the product or service generated by using the system, as well as internal feedback, based on activities of the participants involved in generating the product using the SEREBRO system. In this paper, we focus on the generation and distribution of rewards based only on internal feedback.

Each user is assigned a user-agent $i$. Each user-agent $i$ has a point repository and must adhere to the point distribution protocol. The protocol distributes points based on the participation of the users and the estimated overall utility of an idea. Our goal in designing the reward distribution scheme was to handsomely reward ideas that spawn large discussions while being less enthusiastic in rewarding ideas that do not generate fruitful responses. Hence, the topology and links in the idea network play a pivotal role in the reward amount distributed to an idea node. The goals identified above are supported as follows:

- **Agree with a Node**: When a user agrees to a node, $x$ points are created and passed to the node being replied to. If the user is agreeing with himself/herself, no points are distributed.

- **Disagree with a Node**: When a user disagrees with a node, the agent that created the node being replied with is charged $\frac{x}{2}$ points.
Agent Receives $x$ Points from Reply: When a user’s node $a$ is replied to with an agree node $b$, the user-agent who posted $a$ will receive $x$ points. If the node $a$ is also a reply, the user-agent must pass $\frac{x}{2}$ to the node $c$ to which it replied.

Finalized Node: The finalized node allocates $k \times x$ points to the node it is replying, and $x$ points to each node that is tagged with it.

This protocol efficiently allocates points to the users that participate the most and whose participation is most appreciated. Over time the points will accumulate which also allows instructors to observe the progress of threads and individual users over time. At an arbitrary time selected by the instructor, rewards will be allocated. At this time, each user-agent submits their points to the phase agents where the points originated. The phase-agents then simply pass along the points, so that the arbiter may distribute $N$ rewards to the top $N$ users. These rewards may occur during the end of a RUP phase, as employed by the instructor, or at the demonstration of a prototype. The process that determines the final reward must take into account the points accumulated in all four phases.

Based on the communication between users, each phase agent $p$ computes a point distribution, $W_p$, containing the points each student accumulated within that agent’s respective RUP phase. These values are weighted by the satisfaction vector $S_i$. In order to properly determine the reward distribution, the phase-agents must negotiate an outcome that maximizes their satisfaction vector $S_i$ for each user $i$. This satisfaction vector magnitude is a number in the range $[0,1]$.

$S_i$ ensures the relevance of outliers in the point distribution. Since point distributions from each phase vary, no phase-agent’s $S_i$ magnitude is 1. In the improbable case when these point distributions are equal there is no need for negotiation. These outliers created by the difference in distributions are addressed through a bidding process. This process is important because these outliers can be extreme. For instance if a user had low points in an early phase but exceeded all others in later phases, the user’s contributions must be considered carefully. This bidding process begins when each agent submits a bid to the arbiter agent equal to its point distribution $W_p$.

The bids are received by the arbiter which takes the average $w_a$ and returns this point distribution to each phase agent. The phase-agents then make incremental changes to the point values of the averaged distribution to maximize the sum of $S_i$ and resubmits the new point distribution as a bid to the arbiter agent. This process continues until the arbiter agents detects convergence, i.e., the difference between the bids and the average falls below a threshold, or after
a maximum number of bidding sessions. Once the arbiter has ceased bidding rewards are allocated based on the final average point distribution.

5. SEREBRO USE

5.1 Software Projects I

Software Projects I is the first class in the two-course software engineering sequence that is required for seniors in Computer Science. Multiple software challenges are explored by change teams of students throughout the semester. Toward the end of the semester, final teams are chosen and assigned projects [12]. Initial ideas for product name, vision, and functional requirements are needed for the team to complete the semester final. To test the functionality and usage outcomes, we evaluated the first prototype, SEREBRO 1.0, against SEREBRO Lite, a thread-based tool that only showed connected textual posts without the ability to agree or disagree with a post. Student teams were randomly assigned to either SEREBRO 1.0 or SEREBRO Lite 1.0. We focused on evaluating:

- Satisfaction with the tool
- Their feeling toward creative expression
- Their perceived benefits to the team and to the progress of the project

Among those students using SEREBRO 1.0, the response to a series of questions indicated the overall feelings for SEREBRO were positive. Those surveyed were satisfied with the usefulness of SEREBRO for idea communication and organization. Most indicated a positive feeling toward creative expression. These teams had the visual benefit of seeing a response to their ideas, as well as having an understanding of the teams perception of an idea according to its graphical connectivity. Many of the features currently implemented in SEREBRO were expressed as being highly desirable by the reviewed users. The thread based connectivity of ideas, the agree/disagree options for idea connectivity, graphical display of idea nodes and the tag-based system to meta-connect ideas were all preferred by nearly 80 percent of those users. In particular, the functionality for uploading files for sharing and email notification upon node creation were extremely well received, with a nearly unanimous 90 percent indicating the usefulness of these features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent rated functionality as useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idea communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread based connectivity of ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upload of files for sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version control for uploaded files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree/disagree options for idea connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical display of idea nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag-based system to meta-connect ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email upon node creation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Examination of the SEREBRO graphs and threads from the fall experiment correlated to the results as we saw a clear distinction between the users on SEREBRO 1.0 and SEREBRO Lite 1.0. While the students on SEREBRO 1.0 were utilizing the agree and disagree options and properly creating new brainstem nodes when a new idea was being formed, the groups on SEREBRO Lite were noticeably more inactive than the users on SEREBRO 1.0. This was so much the case that one group on SEREBRO Lite hardly used the tool. The groups using the SEREBRO Lite didn’t display as good idea organization, and the spinning of ideas was nearly nonexistent with no real development if an idea was posted. In contrast, the users on SEREBRO 1.0 were more active and in total had more posts with more content, most likely the result of a highly visual graphical view of the nodes and the ability to specifically agree and disagree when discussing ideas. This is supported by the survey results indicating that nearly all the students suggested the features unique to SEREBRO 1.0 were more useful overall. Grading was done prior to and without consulting SEREBRO activity. Thus, grading was solely based on traditional assessment of artifacts turned by teams. Once grading was complete, those teams that used SEREBRO 1.0 had an average of 10 percentage points higher on their final than those that used (or neglected to use) SEREBRO Lite. More assessment is needed to determine if usage correlates to higher quality artifacts because of SEREBRO or if the teams were actively working on their final and SEREBRO was another part of that activity.

5.2 Broader Evaluation and Use

Currently, SEREBRO is undergoing extensive testing as part of the second half of the Software Engineering Projects class sequence. Three non-trivial software projects are under development:

- A chemistry lab creator with automatic scoring and database history
- A game aimed at recruiting junior and senior high school students to computer science
- A Web services management system for responding to crises

Students are separated across six teams with two teams per project. Standard rubrics developed for accreditation purposes and from previous years’ classes are used to grade core artifacts (e.g., documentation, code, and demonstration) for the four ‘builds’ during the semester. The structure of the class coupled with the traditional grading approach allows us to directly compare and contrast quality of the project and productivity of the team with the creativity metrics and reward system that are part of SEREBRO.

In the Inception phase, teams are using SEREBRO to identify additional functional requirements, technology for use in the product, and programming platform. They also develop a prototype to present and be judged by the class for its sufficiency in demonstrating a risky or complex requirement and the flawlessness with which it is scripted and shown. At the end of the phase, SEREBRO will be used to finalize their ideas to move to the Elaboration Phase. The Elaboration Phase should see creative ideas for generating design artifacts such architecture, class, and sequence diagrams. Additional prototype development will take place where the teams can discuss the implementation of various requirements. Another integral part of Elaboration is the understanding of project risks related to technology, experience, and customer interpretation that can cause a project to fail. Idea threads will be created per identified risk for
Figure 3: Sample Graph from current Experimentation

generation methods for mitigation. The Construction Phase will continue the risk discussion as well as examine different aspects related to programming and the problems therein. As the customer interacts with various prototype demonstrations, ideas will be circulated as to how to creatively answer the questions and requests by the customer within the product. The Transition phase will encompass the creation of the User’s Manual and delivery of the system. This phase is planned to have the least input unless problems with the system delivery arise. After semester grades have been completed, we will review the SEREBRO use in terms of creativity metrics, (e.g. fluidity and originality of ideas) and team effectiveness (quality of project and productivity of members) that we will correlate with how the reward system designated its results.

5.3 Sample reward distribution

As mentioned above, the SEREBRO framework is currently being tested in a Senior Software Project class. We now present a small sample graph from this class to illustrate the point distribution process. This example is demonstrated in Figure 3. In this example users A, B, C, and D are taking part in a discussion related to the project. After semester grades have been completed, we will review the SEREBRO use in terms of creativity metrics, (e.g. fluidity and originality of ideas) and team effectiveness (quality of project and productivity of members) that we will correlate with how the reward system designated its results.

From this example, we can see that users who take part in the discussion may not necessarily score points. Other users must respond positively to a user’s comments in order for points to be accumulated. Initial analysis shows that this will bias our results towards users whose comments are replied to most frequently and most positively. We believe our protocol will operate well under the assumption that the creative and productive users are most likely to initiate these threads of discussion.

Although our analysis is preliminary, we believe that the point distribution protocol will perform well in allocation of rewards. As the class moves into the next phases of the RUP, more data will become available to test our protocol against the performance perceived by those taking part in the experiment. At this point we will proceed with more in depth analysis of the point distribution protocols described here and continue with the implementation of the phase-agent’s negotiation protocol.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the framework for the SEREBRO project to codify creativity theories and metrics within a type of social networking system where ideas are the basis for expression and reward. We show actual screen shots from SEREBRO’s graph and post views, along with the types of ideas expressible and where in the software development process they can be housed. Our multiagent reward system is described with initial reward assignments to project teams. The SEREBRO system brings together complementary expertise of research groups from software engineering, psychology, and multiagent systems to promote creative collaboration and problem solving by CS students in group projects. While initial testing shows performance improvement of students of SEREBRO 1.0 over those that use SEREBRO Lite, much remains to be done to harness the potential of cross-fertilizing ideas, concepts, methodologies, and processes from these diverse research areas. In particular, the interplay of external and internal reward metrics and their redistribution over the idea network produced based on asynchronous group problem solving poses exciting opportunities and challenges for identifying and fostering fruitful, creative user contributions.
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